
Message from the Superintendent 
 
 
As the new semester begins, I am reflecting on the first 12 months in my role as superintendent 
of schools for the Grove City Area School District.  My first thought is that of appreciation.  I 
want to thank the Grove City community for allowing me this opportunity to serve the students 
and families of the District.   It is hard for me to believe that it has already been a year. In that 
time, I have learned that it will be a continuous effort for me to get to know our community and 
to build the relationships necessary to fully support the District.   
 
I think it is important to consider the fact that change can be difficult for members of an 
organization and a community.  In just 5 years, the Grove City Area School District has 
experienced change through the transition of 4 different superintendents.  Although 
superintendent turnover has become a common issue in many school districts, Grove City had 
the good fortune to have consistent leadership through the tenure of Dr. Post.  To go from 27 
years of stable leadership to a series of change can certainly cause many stakeholders to feel a 
sense of instability.  For this reason, my efforts have been focused on making the connections, 
building the supports, and developing the systems that can bring back the sense of stability that 
this school community needs and deserves.  To begin this process, we kicked-off the school 
year with 3 long-term goals for the District (The full presentation can be found in the 
announcement section of the District website - titled Opening Day Presentation): 

1. Foster a Culture of Dignity and Respect 
2. Develop Academic Systems for the Purpose of Growth and Achievement at High Levels 

for all Students and Employees 
3. Establish Systems that are Sustainable, Ethical, and Beneficial to the Business and 

Academic Operations of the District 
These goals are designed to address the areas of culture, learning and growth, and 
organizational operations.  To restore organizational stability, I believe that we must be 
committed to a culture of dignity and respect.  These virtues are necessary to ensure an 
environment where stakeholders feel safe and free to express their beliefs through 
collaboration and healthy discourse.  That said, I now realize that the combination of leadership 
turnover, a trend of performance regression, and the planning of new facilities all lend 
themselves to feelings of skepticism and fear.  Unfortunately, fear can drive the distrust and 
arguments that inhibit collaboration and respect.  However, we can not allow these issues to 
stifle or neglect the ongoing work of our school community.  In other words, as we look for 
improvements, we need to be careful to not “throw the baby out with the bathwater.”   
 
Grove City 2040 provides an excellent example of how we must approach an ongoing initiative 
amidst changes in leadership.  My responsibility has been to bring myself to the work of the 
organization rather than to ask the organization to start over again with me.  Much like a good 
teacher uses formative assessment to identify the appropriate place to meet the student in 
learning, it has been my job to learn about the past so that I can become an informed 
contributor to the future.  GC 2040 has been a long running effort that has involved a wide 
array of stakeholders.  This work was passed on to me through Dr. Mextorf and Dr. Connelly 



along with an extensive collection of report documents.  Members of the 7 committees for GC 
2040 participated in research, numerous site visits, existing facility assessments, educational 
program reviews, various needs assessments, and much more.  While working to understand 
the process and insights of the initiative, I have been tasked with connecting my new leadership 
role to the existing momentum of this effort.  As such, we have been continuing with the 
planning and development of the Hillview building project.  We have also followed the trend of 
GC 2040 by developing additional community engagement activities through the use of 
“charrettes” that have allowed even more community members to work collaboratively in an 
effort to impact the building design and future programming of the school.  
 
Another good example of supporting the ongoing efforts of the organization were revealed 
through the work of the District math department.  Upon my arrival, I met our elementary 
math coach, Michael Parulo.  Michael is an outstanding educator and his placement as a math 
coach helped me to see that the District administration had already made a commitment to the 
improvement of our math program.  With the support of our building administrative team and 
Michael, we have been able to identify areas of need in our K-12 math curriculum and course 
offerings. This year has been an exciting year of collaboration with all of our math teachers.  Dr. 
Weaver helped to develop an extended professional development schedule for the math team 
and they have worked diligently on the redevelopment of our Algebra 1 course as well as the 
vertical curriculum alignment K-8.  This work will now continue as we develop the transition 
plan for the curricular changes and connect the program to the higher level courses in the high 
school.  Similarly, we have worked with our English Language Arts coach, Amy Nelson, as we 
have instituted the new Journeys ELA series into our elementary program. 
    
Above are just 2 examples that help to illustrate the need to identify the existing strengths as 
we look to bring improvement to all of our educational programs.  As we find those strengths 
we can help to ensure that we will build upward in a thoughtful and people centered effort.  
Additionally, a new leader must take the time to build the relationships that will empower 
collaboration and open dialogue.  After one year in Grove City, I have realized that the time 
needed to find those strengths and build those relationships is worth every minute.  I am seeing 
momentum build as our faculty and staff members are rethinking their goals and increasing 
their collaborative efforts.  I am seeing more community members take an active interest in our 
program planning and I am confident that we will learn to appreciate our differing opinions as 
we develop the trust and respect needed to function as a collaborative community.  My initial 
feeling of gratitude has now expanded to include a great sense of pride.  I am proud to be a 
part of this educational community and I am certain that we have the people and passion that 
will drive us to the level of success that Grove City Area School District students deserve. 
 
 

Mission:  Equipping all learners for successful futures. 
  


